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CSRD022 Wardian - Altered States 

This is the new release from ChipSound Records. This release contains three tracks of this spanish
producer. You will be able to enjoy the darkest face of Wardian. This Monday  on sale exclusively for
Beatport! 

Tracklist: 

 Wardian - Altered States 
A: Wardian - Altered States (Original Mix) 
AA: Wardian - Chewing Bomb (Original Mix) 
AAA: Wardian - Pixel´s Orgy (Original Mix)  

Out Now on: Beatport 

Listen Now on: http://www.myspace.com/chipsoundrecords
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Re:(CSRD022) WARDIAN - ALTERED STATES - CHIPSOUND RECORDS
Posted by Jon Maniac - 2009/04/27 07:38
_____________________________________

Out Now on: Beatport
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Re:(OUT NOW) WARDIAN - ALTERED STATES - CHIPSOUND
Posted by Jon Maniac - 2009/04/29 07:04
_____________________________________

Malone review on Bijoubreaks.com: 

Artist: Wardian 
Title: Altered States 
Tracks: Altered States / Chewing Bomb / Pixel’s Orgy 
Label: ChipSound Records 
Cat No: CSRDO22 
Release Date: OUT NOW ON Beatport 
Review by: Malone 

By his own admission, this young Spanish artist serves up “hard productions done strictly for the dancing
floor”. Indeed he does. Generally described, Wardian’s sound is dark, fat and rolling, complemented by
minimalist flourishes and highly polished production values. 
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A: Altered States 
Kicking off with crisp, stepping beats and tints of ominous lead melody, Altered States builds swiftly into
a growling beast; yet it remains reserved enough not to fall into overt tearout territory, instead grabbing
your interest with a sculpted groove roughly akin to Ed Rush & Optical at breaks tempo. The
aforementioned lead is retained throughout, perhaps dampening the musicality slightly but resulting in a
properly wicked trip nonetheless. 

AA: Chewing Bomb 
I can see both the tearout and Fingerlickin’ crowds going for this one. Sporting elastic beats, punchy
bass, playful blips, snarls and subtle mid melody, Chewing Bomb has an accessible-but-still-intense vibe
that I’m enjoying more and more with each rotation. 

AAA: Pixel’s Orgy 
Another dark roller, this time punctuated by 8-bit arcade sounds and sporadic stabs of Prodigy synth
(circa ’92) that ride effortlessly over a throbbing bassline, while adding a touch of levity to the
proceedings. 

To sum up, I’m very impressed by Wardian’s deftness behind the controls, and have a strong suspicion
that we haven’t yet heard the best from him, which is good cause to be excited. 
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Re:(OUT NOW) WARDIAN - ALTERED STATES - CHIPSOUND
Posted by Jon Maniac - 2009/05/14 09:56
_____________________________________

Now available in this stores: 

Beatport 
Trackitdown 
DjDownload 
Junodownload 
Audiojelly 
DjTunes 
Jamvana 
Dance-Tunes 
MasterBeat 

Kind Regards & Thanks 4 Your Support!!! 

ChipSound Records.
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